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Learning

Teaching with the Mindsets Challenges

There are many ways to use Mindsets Challenges! Most Challenges takes around 45-60
minutes and can be completed in 1 to 2 class periods. Teachers have the flexibility to
also use any of the grade-level Mindsets Challenges, together with their matching project
based extension over a week or a month throughout the school year.
Here’s how we suggest using Mindset Challenges:

1 class period

• 1 Challenge
• Supplement your existing lesson with real-world problems or hands-on,
inquiry-based activities
• Focus on a mathematical or science standard

1-2 class periods

• 1 Challenge
• Break up student work into shorter time periods by asking students to log back
into the Challenge
• Focus on a mathematical or science standard

Over 1 week

• Assign 1 Challenge in 1-2 class periods as an introduction or review of content standards
• After completing the Challenge, add on a project-based extension
• Using the project-based extension, students can take time over multiple classes to
develop their skills

Over 1 month

• 1-2 Challenges per week with a focus on adding project-based extensions
• Challenges are aligned to high-frequency standards and can be used as
an introduction or as reinforcement during a lesson or review
• Use project-based extensions to assess students and support high-achieving learners

Over the school year
• 1-2 Challenges per month
• Follow the Suggested Sequence calendar
(contact us to create a custom one for your school)
• Incorporate project-based extensions as the school schedule allows or
use to differentiate for enrichment programs
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Suggested Sequence Grade 6:

September

Equivalent forms of Fractions,
Decimals and Percent

October

Operations with Integers

Dog walking is big business! You are inspired
by how much other people can earn from dog
walking and decide to start your own company!
6(4)(E)

National Geographic has hired you to create
graphs for a story on the negative effects
climbing Mount Everest has on your body.
6(3)(C)

November

Equivalent Expressions and
One-Variable Equations

December

One-Variable Inequalities

Your school will be hosting an upcoming
International Art Fair! Create and design special
patterned bands for sale using a basic design.
6(7)(C)

You’re raising money to save African Elephants.
Use inequalities to work out the value of the
gifts and help save the elephants!
6(9)(A, B, C)

February

Algebraic Representations of TwoVariable Relationships

March
Data Analysis

Six Flags needs your help creating a cost
calculator app, which supports visitors planning
and enjoying their theme park visit.
6(6)(C)

You are a scout for the Boston Celtics. Use
player data and statistics to decide who would
add the most to your team
6(12)(B), 6(13)(A, B)

April

Essential Understanding of
Proportions

May

Essential Understanding of
Equations
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Spotify is hosting a school concert and needs
help selecting concert T-shirts to sell! Which
will be the most popular in your class?
6(4)(B)

You’ve helping out Antique Athletes, a supplier of vintage
and historic sports memorabilia. Balance volume and cost
to decide which box is the most cost-effective for the job.
6(8)(C)
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Suggested Sequence Grade 7:

September
Number and Operations

You’re a party planner hired by a local high
school to plan their graduation party. Keep
track of money spent and stay within budget!
7(3)(A)

October

Proportional Reasoning with
Ratios and Rates

November

Linear Representations & Similarity

Are you happy with your school lunches? Whole Foods is
partnering with your school to test a new pizza dish, and
they’d like your help. Predict which pizza will be the most
popular!
7(4)(B, D)

You’re a producer for the exciting TV show, The
Amazing Race: Teen Edition.You’re in charge of
booking flights, converting $$ and then choosing a
city for final competition.
7(7)(A), 7(5)(A, C)

December
Probability

Nike would like your help creating gyms that teens
want to go to. You’ll survey students to learn about
their sports interests and plan for gyms across the
country.
7(6)(C, E, F)

February

Volume and Surface Area

Packaging is expensive! As the Packaging Engineer
at Amazon, use surface area calculations to lower
costs by packaging goods effectively.
7(9)(D)

March

Data Representations

Choose a career and see what salary you’ll earn
each month. We’ll learn how your career choice
affects what you decide to spend and buy!
7(13)(B)

April

Essential Understandings of
Algebra

May

Essential Understandings of
Geometry
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As a member of Verizon’s elite marketing team, you
are working to to determine which plan is the best
for each client. Use linear equations to create the
best possible cell plans.
7(11)(A)

University of California has hired you as a design
engineer to power key buildings through solar
panels. Determine the number of solar panels
needed to keep key buildings running.
7(9)(A, B, C)
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Suggested Sequence Grade 8:

September
Value and Magnitude of
Rational Numbers

October

Use Tables and Graphs to Calculate
Slope and y-Intercept

November

Statistics with Bivariate Data

You’ve done such an excellent job designing
platforms, that the Olympic Committee has asked
you to inspect new platforms. Let’s get to work!
8(2)(D)

You’ve been offered two jobs - one by Google
and one by Amazon. Which will you pick? Use
salary and company data to make a decision!
8(4)(C)

A competitor is about to overtake Nike’s sales!
You’ve got one chance to pick an advertising
method that will grow weekly sales the fastest.
8(4)(C)

December

Angle and Triangle Relationships
Involving Real Numbers

February

Measurement of Three-Dimensional
Figures

March

Making Connections

You’re an architect designing a baseball stadium in
Tampa Bay, Florida. Use Pythagorean Theorem to
determine the dimensions of the field.
8(2)(B), 8(7)(C)

You are an aeronautical engineer working with
NASA on the next generation of spacecraft. Use
your understanding of volume and ratio to send
astronauts and their guests into space!
8(7)(A)

You’re the head of marketing for McDonald’s and
will use functions to track the sales of new Sunset
menu items in your San Diego restaurant.
8(4)(B, C)

April

Essential Understandings of
Algebra

May

Essential Understandings of
Algebra
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College is expensive, so you start working and
saving early. You’ve been offered jobs by Subway
and McDonald’s. Which one will you choose?
8(5)(B)

You’ve perfected your skills as a forensic
accountant. Use clues from digital receipts and
financial records, and analyze them using systems
of equations to detect if someone is stealing.
8(9)(A)
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